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As we celebrate five years of RIU presence in the Maldives, we
are proud to launch this years edition of the RIU Maldives Country Report in association with The Big Life magazine. This years
report covers multiple aspects of the business and socio-political
environment with expert analysis of the emerging trends and
investment opportunities in the major sectors like tourism and
real estate as well as an assessment of the macroeconomy of
the country. The unique and fascinating cultural riches that the
Maldives has to offer are also explored in the report that aims to
bring to light the historical development of the country. Moreover, we are proud to commentate on recent progress made in
developing the archipelago’s infrastructure and its vision for the
future.
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This country report, just like the Big Life magazine, will be made
freely available to all local and international audiences, Embassies and High Commissions around the world in both soft and
hard copy. The rationale of the report is to showcase the potential and opportunities that the Maldives has as a leading investment proposition for potential foreign investors in Europe, Middle East, Asia and beyond.
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This publication is also distributed at RIU’s international investor forums and conferences where business networking takes
place and investment opportunities are considered. It will also
be reaching out to the Maldivian diaspora through the freely
available online edition.
As we continue to support the development of the Maldives, we
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From the desk of the
Minister of National Planning
and Infrastructure
Maldives has achieved considerable socio-economic progress over the past several decades
and is on the verge of graduating from an upper-middle-income to a high-income nation. These
achievements are driven by the establishments of a modern and inclusive constitution with an
unprecedented program of administrative reform as well as substantial public service investments
in infrastructure, health, education and social security.
The lack of a vision and the absence of a guiding document for national development during the
last 10 years has led to ad-hoc mega infrastructure projects concentrated in the Greater Male’
Area resulting in unbalanced development across the country and paving way for disparities of
service access and provision. It is therefore important to streamline and harmonize the development of the country with a focus on inclusive development, and to ensure that none is left
behind.
The National Development Plan with the broad vision of “Transforming Maldives to a prosperous,
Connected Island Nation” lays out the specific policies for the longer-term development framework of the country and reflects the aspirations of the people. This document has been prepared
through a broad consultative process at all levels including the private sector, civil society, independent institutions, and the public and is designed to transform the country.
The priorities of NDP are based on Manifesto pledges, international development requirements
such as SDG, Paris Accord, SENDAI framework and NDCs in addition to sectoral needs to improve
the quality of life for the people of the Maldives. The plan emphasis on regional development
and access to services through a comprehensive multi-modal affordable and convenient National
Transport Network which connects all the islands to regional and sub-regional urban centers.
The National Development Plan recognizes the integrated nature of sustainable development and
the need for multi-sectoral solutions to make development more inclusive and coherent. Critical
cross-cutting themes and principles such as climate resilience, green energy, environmental sustainability, gender equality, human rights, ICT and good governance are mainstreamed in the NDP
to bring about the transformational changes aspired to take the country to the next level and to
improve the quality of life and wellbeing of the people of the Maldives.

Honourable Mohamed Aslam
Minister for National Planning and Infrastructure Government of Maldives
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THE HISTORY OF MALDIVES –
SRI LANKA RELATIONS
The newly-elected President of the Maldives has reaffirmed the value of the Maldives-Sri Lanka
relationship given the long diplomatic history and the mutual economic contribution between the
two countries based on the number of Maldivians living in Sri Lanka and vice versa.
Sri Lanka and Maldives are separated by 1,000 kilometers of Indian Ocean, but the degree of
co-operation and openness between the two countries can be gauged by the number of daily
flights with air travel time of just over one hour. Colombo - Male’ represents the most profitable
sector for Sri Lankan Airlines, which is just one operator among many, connecting the people of
the two countries daily.
Although the earliest settlers in the Maldives may have come from India, given the common root
language of Sanskrit between Sinhala & Dhivehi, it is likely that migration from Sri Lanka may have
taken place as early as the fourth century BC. The Maldivian ethnic identity is a blend of the cultures of Sri Lanka, India, and the Arabian peninsula. According to Maldivian legend, Sinhala Prince
Koi Male was the first to establish the Kingdom of Maldives, which became a Sultanate in the 12th
century following conversion to Islam from Buddhism, which has prevailed for many centuries.
Although the colonial powers that impacted on Sri Lanka attempted to gain a foothold in the
Maldives, they met with failure. Al-Sultan Ghazi Muhammad Bodu Thakurufaanu who ruled from
1573 to 1585 AD is hailed as the national hero of the Maldives for driving out the Portuguese who
ruled over the Maldives from 1558-1573 after killing Sultan Ali VI in Male’. Bodu Thakurufaanu was
an environmentalist and a military strategist. His victory is commemorated in the Maldives as the
National Day. He was also the first Maldivian King to form a unified military body, which is known
today as Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF).
Maldives became a British Protectorate in the 19th century, but the Maldivian monarchs were
granted a fair degree of self-governance. The Maldives gained total independence on 26 July
1965 under a declaration signed in Colombo, Sri Lanka, and on the same day, established formal
diplomatic relations by establishing offices of high commission in both countries.
Maldives and Sri Lanka formed a joint commission under an Agreement on Economic and Technical Cooperation in 1984. Many joint sessions have been held over the years to agree on a wide
range of common interests covering economic and social sectors. In 2017, a joint session was
presided by the respective Ministers of Foreign Affairs of both countries to discuss and agree on
areas of economic, education, tourism, fisheries, consular and community issues, human resource
development, health, legal and law enforcement. The 2017 session resulted in the establishment
of a Joint Task Force on Tourism and Trade.
Teachers from Sri Lanka have made a real difference to the system of education in the Maldives
for many decades, and in April 2006 EFA (Education for All) officials including the Ministers of
Education from the two countries formulated a plan of action sponsored by UNESCO to establish
a system for measuring progress towards Education for All.
In February 2007, Sri Lanka and Maldives further consolidated the existing bilateral links between
the two countries, strengthening cooperation in trade, tourism, education, and fisheries. In January 2009, energy ministers and senior officials of the two countries discussed closer collaboration
in joint energy policies.
There has been excellent bilateral co-operation between Maldivian and Sri Lankan with delegates
visiting regularly for reasons that varied from paying neighborly courtesies, to discussing and
agreeing on socio-economic and security issues, reiterating a need for increased co-operation
on improving tourism investments, education linkages and fishing issues. The President of Sri
Lanka being the Chief Guest for the Maldives’ Golden Jubilee of Independence Celebration in
2015, and the newly elected President of the Maldives gracing Sri Lanka’s 71st Independence Day
Celebration in 2019 are two recent events that further strengthened the bond between the two
countries, which augurs well for the future.

Dr. Anil D. P. Baddevithana
Senior consultant, Research Intelligent Unit
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Introduction to the RIU
Maldives Country Report
From a research and consulting perspective, an upward incline in the market is always good news
but also carries with it the demand of hard work, greater requirements on knowledge and data
as well as rising competition. Following a stable year for the Maldivian economy and real estate
industry the future promises to be exciting and filled with opportunity.
With the completion of key infrastructure projects this year, thousands of Maldivians are enjoying
a new reality that is transforming the lives of people as well as businesses. Since our last RIU
Maldives Country report, the most notable change has taken place in Hulhumalee which is now
connected by road to the capital Male. Phase I of the man-made island has been in existence for
many years now but the landscape has completely changed in very recent times. Once an island
that was connected to the airport by road and by ferry or speed-boat to the rest of the archipelago, Hulhumalee was mostly a mix of small tourist guest houses catering to transit tourists,
plots of land that were construction sites and other plots of bare lands waiting to be developed.
However, today, the island is buzzing with new commercial offices, residential apartments, retails
malls, hospitals, new schools and a host of other social and economic infrastructure that is catering to a growing population.
Phase II of the Hulhumalee project is currently at an advanced stage and continues to attract
interest from investors and developers from the region and beyond. If Phase I of the project is
anything to go by, then we can expect more amazing developments to take place in the coming
years.
Since 2015, RIU has been monitoring the economy and real estate market in the Maldives. With
our headquarters in London and the RIU regional office based in Colombo for the past 17 years,
we are the first company to specialize in producing reports and consulting that leverages our
local and international expertise on real-estate market commentary and forecasting.
In this report, we continue to offer our readers the benefit of our research that closely monitors
the Maldivian market by using a wide range of primary and secondary research tools.
Let me also take this opportunity to thank all the business, political and diplomatic leaders in the
Maldives who helped us to compile this report, as well as the RIU research team of experts who
worked ever so hard to put this report together.
We hope you find this report to be useful as a macro-economic review and analysis of the
economy and real estate market in the Maldives. Trust you will get in touch with us for your more
specific needs.

Roshan Madawela
Founder & CEO
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We at Trees and Leaves believe that mankind is blessed with the gifts of nature, as
a first line of defense for healing and longterm health. We are concerned that much of
the recent growth in diseases and illnesses
are essentially due to the lack of appreciation towards nature. In order to reconnect
people with the blessings of nature, we
search the globe to source our product
range from the best of the best suppliers of
natural foods.
Nothing is added to our range of products
until we test it for its health qualities, ethical
and environment-friendly production and its
organic certifications.
We ensure that our suppliers are adhering
to safe and ethical practices, eco-friendly production and sustainable packaging.
A large number of suppliers have organic
certification. Currently, a majority of our suppliers are from Sri Lanka, recognised as the
leading global producer of quality tea, coconut, cinnamon and other spices.
A majority of our teas are organically produced products and certified by world renowned organic inspection agencies. They
are also Fair Trade Certified.
Having achieved excellence in manufacturing and exporting to dozens of countries around the globe, our virgin coconut
product suppliers have already established

themselves in the world market for producing the finest of coconut products.
Trees and Leaves offer health conscious
people something salubrious and unique,
amidst a growing demand for specialty teas
and sustainable well-being. Our products
have taken this one step ahead
– blending our favourite teas with added
natural ingredients for maximum health
benefits.
Starting out with tea, our focus on health
and nutrition, led us to add and continually
expand our selective range of organic and
healthy products that now include pure honey, virgin coconut oil, cinnamon and spices,
to our basket of offerings.
According to the Little Black Book of Tea,
drinking 3 or more servings of tea daily was
associated with a reduced risk of heart disease, which is attributed to the high flavonoid content. One meta-analysis found that
regular tea drinking reduced the risk of a
heart attack by 11per cent. Nearly 200 years
after the first commercial tea crop was planted in Sri Lanka by James Taylor, Ceylon Tea
still remains a globally recognised brand for
quality and taste. Trees and Leaves is a UK
company offering on-line and in-store products that are mostly sourced from the island
of Sri Lanka.

Trees & leaves

E mail : info@treesandleaves.co.uk
Web: www.treesandleaves.co.uk
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Interview with the

Maldivian

Ambassador in Sri Lanka

His Excellency Omar Abdul Razzak

When did you
assume office and
how have you fared
so far?
I presented my credentials to President Sirisena
on the first of February
this year. So it has been
an eventful six months
that proved to a most
challenging period for
Sri Lanka.
As you may well know,
the Maldivians and Sri
Lankans share a long history for centuries. Also
for many generations,
and Sri Lanka has been
our only connection to
the outside world with
most countries having
diplomatic missions in
Colombo that cover Sri
Lanka and Maldives. In
fact our independence
agreement was also
signed here in Sri Lanka
on 26 July 1965 at the
British High Commission where the table on
which the document was
perfected is there even
today. So we have a very
long history of bilateral
cooperation.
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Do you see
cultural similarities
between the
Maldives and Sri
Lanka?
We had a strong Buddhist heritage for 2000
years, and it was 800
years ago we converted
to Islam, and today we
are a hundred percent
Muslim country.
Sri Lanka is currently
home to approximately 25,000 Maldivians.
Therefore, Colombo is
the host to the largest
Maldivian population
outside of our country. Maldivians love Sri
Lanka, their food, culture
and everything else. All
the international schools
in Sri Lanka will in fact
have a significant Maldivian student population.

Looking at
education, what
kind of system does
Maldives have
compared to
Sri Lanka?

The early system of education was established
by teachers who came
from Sri Lanka. But for
many decades, we have
moved towards the British secondary education
system. As you know,
Malé is very congested
and the Islands are very
small.
Malé is about three and
a half square kilometers
and 120,000 people live
there. Space is limited
and the island cannot
get any bigger. We have
reclaimed to the maximum in Malé. Therefore
it’s tough that everybody
lives on top of each
other. We connected
Hulhumalé to Male by
building a bridge, and it’s
slightly better now.

Why do many
Maldivians choose
to live in Sri Lanka?
AI believe the reason
why Maldivians come
to Sri Lanka is because
it is the closest neighbor with strong cultural
links. I think the living

standard in the Maldives
is quite expensive, and
space is limited, and
rents are expensive.
Everything is very expensive there.
There is always great
demand for space. A
small property can
fetch a very high rental
price, and with that you
can live a quality life in
Sri Lanka or any other
country. So that’s why
Sri Lanka has become
the favorite destination.
We have families actually
living in Sri Lanka, while
the head of the family is
working in Malé.
Some of them have
businesses in both Sri
Lanka and in Malé, but as
Sri Lanka and Maldives
are geographically so
close to each other with
air travel time a little
over one hour, some
Maldivian families living
in Colombo can go to
work in Malé and return
at the weekends. There
are many families where
the head of the family
does business in Malé,
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and he visits his family in
Colombo every weekend.
These are very typical
lifestyles for Maldivians
living in Sri Lanka.
We have actually 1200
islands out of which
200 are Inhabited, and
another hundred are resorts. There are no roads
connecting islands, only
the sea, so you have to
get on a speed boat, a
normal boat, a domestic plane or a sea plane
to get from one island
to another. This makes
everything very expensive as transport comes
at a high cost.

What are leisure
and entertainment
activities available
in the Maldives?
As Maldives is one
hundred percent Muslim, certain types of
entertainment are not
possible. There are no
nightclubs and bars. But
of course there are musical shows and various
sports. A lot of Maldivians are very active in
sports.
There are a number of
water-sports activities
such as diving, surfing,
parasailing etc. One
might say that leisure
and entertainment activities are limited in the
Maldives, and this is why
many Maldivians visit Sri
Lanka for those types of
entertainment that are
not available in Malé.

Are there any future plans to develop the Malé region?
Yes, as you know Hulhumale is reclaimed from
a Lagoon lying close
to Malé, and there are
about 30,000 people
living there. We are at
phase 1, now. When

phase 2 is completed
it will be about 6 to 7
times bigger than Malé.
There will be lot of space
with urban planning.
Roads will be wider,
and buildings will have
specific standards. It is
becoming the next big
city of the Malé region,
with a bridge connecting the islands. Before,
we had get on a boat,
but now we just drive
across. People are now
spreading to this new
island. So we hope that
it will give some relief to
the human congestion in
Malé. I believe Hulhumale
is going to be the hub of
the greater Malé region
where the population,
ministries and other public and private offices will
relocate.

Are Sri Lankan
companies involved
in the economic
development and
building construction in the Maldives?
There are many Sri Lankan construction companies such as Maga operating in the Maldives.
All of them are doing
various projects. They
have been there for quite
a number of years now.
They have been involved
in the development of
the Maldives, both in the
tourism and construction sectors. Sometimes
you see more in the
construction sector,
and also in logistics like
the Hayleys. There are
many Sri Lankan businesses and expatriate
workers in the Maldives.
There are a number of
Sri Lankans employed
in top and middle level
management as well as
the international audit
firms. So we have a long
history of Sri Lankan
professionals helping in

the development of the
Maldives. In the beginning, it was Sri Lankan
teachers who began the
education system in the
Maldives. All of us have
very good experience
with Sri Lankan teachers in the high schools
from the late 60s. There
is also a lot of skilled Sri
Lankan labour present in
the Maldives.

Do you see any pitfalls in terms of the
future relationship
between Sri Lanka
and Maldives?
Sri Lanka and the Maldives have a very close
connection, and a warm
relationship. We share a
common Sanskrit root in
our languages, and there
is excellent cultural exchange between the two
countries. A lot of the Sri
Lankans working in the
hospitality sector in the
Maldives speak Dhivehi,
and many Maldivians can
speak Sinhala fluently. Therefore, we enjoy
very close links and very
strong bilateral ties that
will continue, and we do
not envisage any pitfalls
in the future relationship
between our two countries.

Is there a special
relationship
between the two
countries on
tourism?
Tourism began in the
Maldives in 1972 when
an Italian named George
Kovin met our Foreign
Minister Mr. Nazim who
was returning from
the US. He was the UN
permanent representative and they were on
the same boat from the
airport to Malé. This is
where the whole discussion on Tourism started.

George Kovin, an Italian
explorer and adventurer, found that Maldives
had all the assets, the
beauty of the islands,
the turquoise blue water,
and white sandy beaches, which would be
perfect for tourists. That
casual meeting started
the whole process. But
of course, we did not
have any experience in
tourism or plans to becoming a tourist destination at that time, and we
had to look to Sri Lanka
and other countries to
spearhead tourism in the
Maldives.
Actually, the first tourists
stayed in a small guest
house in Malé and subsequently, the first tourist
resort was established
in 1972, by the name
Kurumba Island Resort
in the Malé Atoll. Since
then, we never looked
back. Today, Maldives
is one of the favorite
tourist destinations in
the world, and has a very
high number of tourists.
There are 6 and 7 star
resorts, which are always
in demand by celebrities,
royal families and the
super-rich of the world.
There are many 5 and 4
star resorts too.
However, the capacity is
not enough, especially
during the season, and
many more resorts are
being developed offering
investment opportunities
to international investors. In the last 35 to 40
years, Maldives has taken
tourism to a completely different level, and
we have people from
all walks of life, from all
over the world flying in
to have a vacation of
their lifetime.
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COUNTRY
OVERVIEW

Total number of Islands

187

Inhabited

1005
Uninhabited

Population
Maldivians

359608

Foreign resident
population

Growth rate

1.87

131981

Growth rate

10.51741319

GDP growth

6.5%

GDP per capita

US$ 9,876

Inflation

Republic
2.8%
Literacy rate

99.3%

Male
2.3%

5.2%

Employment unemployment

Atolls
3.3%
Expat employment

76342
>> Page No 12
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3

12
1.7%
1.4%
1.2%

Entertainment, recreation & other services

Professional, Scientific & Technical activities
Agriculture & Mining

2.3%

2.8%

3%

1.8%

Manufacturing

Human Health & Social Work

Education

3.70%

Electricity & water

Industries
Fishing

4917

4.30%

6.40%

Contruction

13%

24.3%

20670

Financial services

6.7%

7.7%

8.5%

Real estate

Public administration

Wholesale & retail trade

Transport & Communication

Tourism
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Top 7 Industries
Contruction
Tourism
Other community,
Social & personal services

Manufacturing
Wholesale & retail trade
Hotels & Restaurants

9057

5139

4706

4597

Transport, Storage & communication

4500

Contribution to GDP
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Maldives
CO U N T RY

Located in the southwest of Sri Lanka in the Indian Ocean, Maldives is renowned for its spectacular
beaches and quality fish produce. It has inherited
its name for resemblance of its - lands to a necklace.
It is one of the most popular tourist destinations
in the world. The Maldivian archipelago consists of
more than one thousand small coral islands. These
islands stretch for more than 800 km from north to
south - covering a total area of about 90,000 square
km. About 200 islands are inhabited, while 87 islands
have been developed as resort islands.
Population
Maldives is comprised of a population over 400,000
spread across 180 islands. It has a relatively young
population which greatly outnumbers the over 65s.
Over a quarter of the entire population is concentrated in the nation’s capital Male, which is around
2.5 sq kms in total land area.

Source: ADB, 2018

PR O F I L E

Economy
The Maldivian economy reached US$4.9bn in 2017
with GDP per capita surpassing US$9,000 thereby
rapidly transforming itself to an upper middle-income country. The economy is mainly comprised of
four sectors; tourism, fishing, agriculture, and industry. Tourism is the main contributor to the economy,
amounting closer to 30% of the GDP. Though the
manufacturing sector is not a massive sector, it is
growing. Tourism and construction industries are
major driving forces behind economic growth. Soon
after the liberalisation of the economy in the 1980s,
the country experienced strong growth for the subsequent decade. In the early 2000s, growth initially
slowed in response to the global volatility, but picked
up again in 2002, becoming strong in 2002–04. Despite the poor economic performance in 2015, which
was triggered by the slowdown in tourism following
a state of emergency later that year, for last 5 years
the country has been able to achieve robust CAGR of
7.5%. As per the ADB forecasts, the country is expected to sustain a growth rate above 6% next year.

Source: World Bank, 2018
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GDP Growth Rate, 2018 (ADO2018 Update) (% per year)
Bangladesh

7.9%

India 				

7.3%

Bangladesh 				5.8%
India 				

5.0%

Bhutan 			

6.7%

Sri Lanka 			

Maldives 			

6.7%

Nepal 				4.2%

4.5%

Nepal 		

5.9%

Pakistan 				3.9%

Pakistan 			

5.8%

Bhutan 			

3.6%

Afghanistan 		

3.5%

Sri Lanka

Afghanistan

3.8%

Maldives 		

2.2%

Source: Asian Development Bank. Asian Development Outlook 2018 Update

Compared to its regional counter-parts the economic performance of Maldives has been
impressive. It is the 4th fastest
growing economy in South Asia.
Though the per capita income
growth is relatively low, it has
the highest per capita income in
South Asia. It also has the lowest
inflation in the region which helps
to maintain the purchasing power
of the populace. Maldives has a
current account deficit and it is
one of the highest in the South
Asian region. The reason for this is
its heavy reliance for imports.
Lending rates have been declining for the last 2 years whereas
deposit rates have been stagnant.
In 2011 its exchange rate regime
was liberalised and since then the
exchange rate shows an upward
movement. After the dip in reserves in 2016, the reserve position
improved slightly towards the
end of 2017. A large fiscal deficit
remains an ongoing economic
challenge. It has resulted in escalating public debt over the years.
Official medium and long-term
debt flows and inflows of capital
for direct investments, dominate
the capital account of the balance
of pay ments.
Labor Force
Fisheries and tourism sectors
are the main employers in Maldives followed by manufacturing.
Though labor force participation
has historically been low, especially among females, there have
been sig-nificant improvements
in labor par-ticipation figures over
the past decade Currently female
workforce participation is high in
manufacturing, human health,
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Inflation, 2018 (ADO2018 Update) (% per year)

1.2%

Source: Asian Development Bank. Asian Development Outlook 2018 Update

social work and education related
employment, whereas male
workers dominate other
employment sectors. Unemploy ment is low and currently is
around 5% which is mainly caused
by thelack of job opportunities in
some islands.
In comparison to other South
Asian countries, the labour policy
of Maldives is liberal where importation of labour is a key feature.
Due to low levels of educated labour, it employs a high proportion
of expatriate work-force in the
country. Therefore expatriate labour force has played a key role in
the economic development. This
segment is comprised of professionals such as teachers, medical
personnel and a large number of
low skilled workers such as domestic helpers and construction
workers. It largely depends on
expatriate labour from neighboring countries, such as Sri Lanka,
India, Bangladesh, and Nepal and
most of the migrant workers are
channeled to the construction
sector.
Trade
Maldives is an open economy. It
has a high dependence on imports for most of its economic activities. Its exports base is narrow
and it primarily consists of fish
and fish products. Consequently,
the current account records a
large deficit. Imports have averaged around five times of the domestic exports in the last 5 years.
Widening the current account
deficit is a result of the increase
in construction related imports.
Tourism and related activities
have contributed to a net surplus

in services and transfers that has
averaged around 34 percent of
GDP in recent years.
There is no exchange control
legislation in Maldives. Both
residents and non-residents may
freely import and export capital
through the foreign exchange
market. Residents do not require
permission to maintain foreign
currency accounts either at home
or abroad and there is no distinction made between foreign
nationals or non-residents accounts held with banks operating
in Maldives.
Its main trading partners are Sri
Lanka and Thailand. Maldives is
currently under SAFTA (South
Asian Free Trade Area) . and has
signed 2 more agreements which
are still not in effect; the Trade
and Investment Trade Preferential Systems of the Organisation
of the Islamic Conference (TPSOIC) and ASEAN Free Trade Area
(AFTA).
Investment Environment
Foreign direct investments require prior approval of the government and are currently charged
an annual royalty, the amount of
which is negotiated between the
government and the investor.
There are no restrictions on transferring of profits.
The government’s protocol on
enhancing the economic status
of the country is reflected through
the establishment of Special
Economic Zones and its liberal
economic policy on incentives
awarded to investors. There is no
corporate profit tax or property
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tax in the Maldives and the Maldives does not impose any foreign
exchange restrictions on the repatriation of economic profits.
In July 2015, the Parliament of
Maldives passed a constitutional
amendment legalising foreign
ownership of land; foreign land
buyers must reclaim at least
70% of the desired land from
the ocean and invest at least $1
billion in a construction project
approved by Par liament.
Taxation
Maldives uses import duties as
its main source of tax revenue.
At present, ad valorem tariffs are
levied on the CIF va ue of imports.
Export duty is levied only on
ambergris, on which 50 percent
is imposed. However, in light of
various trade negotiations, in particular the SAFTA, it is likely that
the import duty structure will be
further rationalised and the Government has announced plans to
introduce a corporate profit tax in
the next few years.
The Maldives has no income,
sales, property, or capital-gains
taxes and has been considered to
have the simplest tax code in the
world.
The Government
The Government is focused on
providing basic socio-economic
services while the private sectorplays a key role in the development of tourism, distribution,
trade, transport and fisheries. The
Government has recently initiated several public infrastructure
projects which also boosts the
economic growth while attempting to maintain more discipline in
fiscal operations. This is evidenced
by the marginally narrowed fiscal
deficit in 2016.
About half of the fiscal revenues
con stitute taxes and the balance
largely of profit transfers from

public enterprises. As there are no
taxes on personal
income, capital gains, business
profits (other than a bank profit
tax) wealth, or real estate, the bulk
of the tax revenue comprises of
import duties and tourism tax. On
the expenditure side, social services account for around 41 percent
of total expenditure whereas
payments on economic services
ac-count for roughly 16 percent.
Diversifying the export sector
beyond tourism and fishing, reforming public finance, increasing
employment op portunities, and
combating corruption, are challenges faced by the Government.
Tourism
In 2015, the economy’s growth
slowed to 4.8%, mainly due to
lower tourism sector growth as
tourist arrivals from China and
Russia declined.
Almost 90% of the Government
revenue is generated due to the
import duties and tourism related
taxes.
Agriculture
Since the land is not fertile
enough, agricultural possibility is
restricted. The vegetation is limited to the growth of a few tropical
fruits, vegetables and root crops.
Fishing
The improved mechanisation of
the fishing vessels actually revolutionised the fishing industry of
the Maldives. The industry took a
hit a few years ago but recovered
strongly in 2016.

ments, the Government is reducing current expenditure. In the
medium term, with the emphasis
on construction, large current account deficits will be financed by
investment and infra- structure
loans.
The construction sector is driving
the economy through large infrastructure projects undertaken
by the Government, construction
and renovation of resorts, and a
rapid increase in residential and
commercial buildings in Male and
Hulhumale.
Financial Sector
The financial sector of Maldives
is rela tively underdeveloped and
dominated by the banking sector,
which consists of one locally
owned commercial bank, branches of three South Asian partly
state-owned commercial banks
and a branch of an international
bank - the HSBC. Non-banking financial institutions in the country
include players in the general insurance market, a finance leasing
company, a specialised housing
finance institution and money
services businesses.
Total deposits of the commercial
banks stood at around 48 percent
of GDP at the end of 2001, while
the stock of credit extended by
the banks reflected approximately 31 percent. Currently, work is
underway to establish a Stock Exchange and a functioning market
for raising capital required by the
economy.

Construction and Real-estate
Sector
The Government has started
several infrastructure projects
to enable people to move from
smaller islands to Greater Male
and construction has overtaken
tourism as the main driver of
growth. To allow for these invest-
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MALDIVES:

How an island nation re-defined

LOCAL TOURISM

Since the introduction of tourism
in the Maldives during 1972, the
sector has mostly promoted the
concept of “One Island One Resort” as a unique selling point for
the island nation. The interaction
of tourists and people living in inhabited local islands were very
small, mostly excursions with
souvenir shop visits.
However during the short-lived
Presidency of former President
Mohamed Nasheed, a decision
was taken to allow tourists to
stay in local islands. This meant
the creation of accommodation
establishments for tourists in the
local islands. Many critics of the
Governmentʼs decision pointed
out that it would lead to cultural
issues. Also, a main critique of the
decision was that tourists would
not stay in a place where

they would not be able to get
alcohol. (Since Maldives is a 100%
islamic nation by law, it is illegal
to sell alcohol in local islands).
However the Government went
head-on with the critics and
supported the establishment of
a local tourism concept within
the Maldivian tourism industry.
One of the first islands to start
this was Maafushi Atoll, which is
only a short boat ride from Male
City - the capital. Once known
for hosting a famous jail, the island is now fa mous with locals
and tourists, as a perfect example of how locals and tourists
can co-exist, without causing too
much trouble.
Tourists visiting Maafushi can
stay in luxurious hotels which offer them a service close to what

they could get at a resort. Ofcourse, there is no alcohol, but
most guesthouses in Maafushi
arranges trips to resorts for those
tourists who want a change of environment. Almost all the hotels
in the island have wifi,internet,
satellite tv, various cuisines, pools,
etc. They also get to enjoy water sports as well. The Maldives
is known for its sandy beaches
and Maafushi is no exception.
There is a separate bikini beach
for tourists where they can enjoy
a dip in the water or just simply
sunbathe whilst sipping coconut
and enjoying their favorite novel.
Like Maafushi, there are many
islands in Maldives that offer
guesthouses for tourists, who demand something more than a resort trip. With the establishment
of guesthouses, the local popula-

tion in these islands have had an
ncrease in their income.
Support services for guesthouses have been established in the
islands. This created a massive
ripple effect in terms of economic
welfare. Guesthouses are usually
occupied by travelers who wish
to have a unique experience of
Maldives, with more human interactions with the local population. Of course, guesthouses are
much more cheaper than resorts.
Another island which hosts a
number of guesthouses is Hulhumale. The island is a part of
suburban Malè which is linked

to the Airport via a highway.
According to statistics from the
Maldives Association of Travel Agencies and Tour Operators
(MATATO), Hulhumale had 83
guest houses in September 2018.
These guesthouses have a wide
range of target markets and are
in competition with one another to gain the largest amount of
sales. With many guesthouses
popping up across Hulhumale,
support services like restaurants
and laundry services have been
opening as well. Guest- houses
in Hulhumale are often used as
stopover points before embarking
on a journey to a resort.

Many Maldivians doubted the
Governmentʼs decision to allow
inhabited islands to have tourist
establishments. Many thought it
was a political stunt that would
fail at the end. Today, it has proven otherwise. Guesthouses are
opening across the nation and lo
cals are benefiting more directly
from the growth of tourism. This
is indeed a success story of how
locals and tourists can co-exist in
peace and harmony.

SMART CITIES
in the context of Maldives

A Smart City in the global context
would refer to one which provides
a good quality of life to its citizens
with ample physical and social
infrastructure complemented by
a sustainable environment and
smart solutions for all civic needs.
There is however no “one-size-fitsall” approach which can be adopted for making cities smart across
the globe. Varying lifestyles, levels
of development, available resourc-

es and aspirations of the citizens
would change the concept, whose
implementation and goals would
also be dynamic over time. There
are several emerging smart city
frameworks that embody a “people first” orientation. For example,
Boyd Cohen, an urban and climate
strategist, developed a “Smart Cities Wheel” that provides a framework of six components that make
a city smart.

Smart City Framework Wheel by Boyd Cohen

In a technologically advanced,
developed country like say, the
USA, basic physical and social infrastructure in the form of public transportation, education and
other citizen services are already
available. However, there is always
a scope for improvement, e.g., digitisation of services, smart waste
management, waste to energy
solutions, smart mobility, focus on
climate & sea-level changes and
sustainability. The challenge in a
country like the USA is impactful
innovation. In contrast, in a developing country such as India,
Smart Cities are focused on providing basic modern infrastructure to the citizens and ensuring
their reach to the urban poor.
Indian Smart Cities also focus a lot on sustainable
and inclusive development in compact areas. These are known
as Area Based Development models and its ability
to replicate the
same
across
the city in view
of its size and
population.

Key Principles of Smart
City Planning
Smart Cities
empower their
citizens to make
more informed
decisions
about their
city through
access to data
about the city,
its resources
and its planning
processes

Smart Cities seek
to offer best in
class educational
facilities and
learning
environments

Smart City interventions for the
Republic of Maldives
The Government of Maldives’ development of Hulhumale` as a smart city,
is the perfect example of a Greenfield
Smart City. The use of fibre optic cable
network for information and communications technology (ICT) services will
create a better quality of life for the
residents. The focus on a new transport master plan, including smart
city components such as Smart Traffic Management Systems, Automatic
Surveillance, ERP systems promising
efficient and public transportation systems along with the development of
a GIS system, web applications and a
dashboard, will enhance community
engagement through smart and efficient ICT solutions. The utility services
grids including water, electricity, fire
and sewerage systems are also to be
upgraded to smart grids.
Furthermore, the Government would
also need to focus on driving economic growth and improving the quality
of life by developing local social and
physical infrastructure. Comprehensive development will improve quality
of life, create employment and enhance income for all, especially the underprivileged and the disadvantaged,
leading to inclusive governance. This
needs to be represented by the four
pillars of development - institutional,
physical, social and economic infrastructure. The long-term goal should
be to work towards developing infrastructure incrementally, adding on
layers of ‘smartness’. In the Maldives,
area-based development will transform existing habitations into better
planned ones, thereby improving liveability. New areas will be developed with
world class infrastructure and smart

Smart Cities
promote private
sector
investment
and support
achieving smart
growth solutions

Smart Cities
encourage
building designs
that create
better neighbourhoods and
use green building technologies

technology for citizens. Application of
smart solutions will enable the Government to use technology, information
and data to improve infrastructure and
services.
Some suggested smart interventions
which could be impactful in the context of Maldives are:
i. Weather pattern and Sea Level
related smart applications;
ii. Intelligent Road and Water
transport systems;
iii. E-Governance & Citizen Services;
iv. Smart Municipal Solid Waste
Management (Smart
Garbage bins, Segregation
at Source, Smart collection,
Composting/Recycling);
v. Sustainable Energy – Carbon
emissions, E-vehicles, Renewables,
Smart Poles, Solar, Waste to
Energy;
vi. Rainwater Harvesting & Rain
Gardens/Retention Ponds;
vii. Drinking water management;
viii. Smart Education;
ix. Smart and Integrated
Healthcare System;
x. Integrated Citizen Card.
Smart City technologies can help the
Maldives government achieve their
aim of enhancing the living standards of its people and providing them
with quality infrastructure. While Hulhumale` gets developed as the first
smart city in Maldives, there is always
scope of building more modern and
efficient towns that would avoid overcrowding and the collapse of basic
common social infrastructure in major population centres. In the meantime, it would be pertinent to observe
the challenges in the development of
a smart city and the solutions delivered. so that the effects of the shifting

Smart Cities
allow greater
access to its
authorities and
citizens for a
more complete
view of their
urban environment

Smart Cities are
designed to be
inclusive — the
elderly on foot,
children on
bicycles, people
commuting by
public transport
to work — not
just motor vehicles users

environment can be gauged effectively - not just in the present, but for the
foreseeable future as well. In a global
smart city market projected to exceed
USD 1 trillion by 2020 and USD 2.5 trillion by 2025, the development of Hulhumale` as a smart city, empowered
and integrated by technology, is set to
be one of the landmark achievements
of Maldives in the 21st century.
Vestian Integrated Smart City
Experience
Vestian and its sister concern in the
USA, Nutter Consulting, have been
involved in several Smart City related
projects which gives them unique expertise on conceptualization, design,
financing, execution and operations of
such projects. A few notable ones are
mentioned below.
i. White papers and knowledge
resources like Bay Smart
Communities for a Sustainable
Future – San Francisco, Smart
Cities Resource Guide for a
network of 11 cities across the USA
and Brand Equity Research Report
for the City of Berkeley.
ii. Shared Mobility Action Plan for the
city of Los Angeles.
iii. San Francisco Sea Level Rise
Visualization VR Application.
iv. Smart City Implementation
plan for City of Freemont.
v. Climate Action Plan for greater
San Francisco area.
vi. Project Management of Smart City
projects in India (under discussion).
vii. Implementation of Waste
Management and Waste to
Energy Pilot Projects in Goa and 		
Pune with our partner
UniB Solutions in India.
viii. Smart Education and Healthcare
Projects in Pune, India
(under discussion).
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RIU concludes its latest
International Investor
Forum in the Maldives

The Research Intelligence Unit (RIU) successfully
concluded its prestigious investor forum in the Maldives at Hotel Jen, Malé on March 4, 2019. The event
was honoured by the presence of Hon Mohammed
Aslam, Minister of National Planning and Infrastructure, Maldives, as the chief guest and the participation of distinguished industrialists and professionals
with planned or existing real estate investment interests in Sri Lanka. The opening address was delivered
by Roshan Madawela (CEO, RIU) highlighting the
special relationship between Sri Lanka and the Maldives and how Sri Lanka has been the favourite second home destination for the Maldivian population
resident in Colombo which is estimated at between
11,000 – 16,000. He also added that it is the 5th year of
operations in the Maldives for RIU. Subsequently, the
chief guest Hon Mohammed Aslam, emphasised in
his speech, how the Maldivian
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population in Sri Lanka contributes to the Sri Lankan
economy as the Maldivian visitors don’t earn in Sri
Lanka but spend on tourism, leisure and education.
Thus, there lies a huge opportunity for those who are
in the rental market. Dr Anil Priyanka Baddevithana, senior consultant of RIU and the former head
of HDFC (Maldives), highlighted in his speech as
to how to finance properties in Sri Lanka for Maldivians through the Bank of Ceylon. Presentations
were made by Shivanka De Zoysa, Marina Square by
Access Engineering; Nadeem Shums, John Keells
Holdings; Rohana Wannigama, Capitol Developers
by Sanken; Pradeep Moraes, a Director of Altair and
the present Chairman of the Condominium Developers Association of Sri Lanka; Kovinda Perera, the
Prime Group, showcased their premium projects as a
perennial favourite ‘second home’ for the Maldivians
and the current status and future potential of the Sri
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Lankan real estate market. Panel discussions mainly
focused on the ground-breaking announcement of
BOC (Maldives) on supporting interested Maldivian
investors to borrow against their properties in the
Maldives and invest in Sri Lankan properties. The RIU
hosts international investor forums with the aim of
connecting the Sri Lankan diaspora and international investors with Sri Lankan real estate developers,
which facilitates FDI into Sri Lanka. It is RIU’s vision

to position Sri Lanka as an attractive international
in- vestment destination for investors with or without
any connection to Sri Lanka.

For more info – info@riunit.lk
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Infrastructure Developments
in the Maldives
Upgrading infrastructure in the Maldives is more
important than ever. The Maldivian government
has both its permanent and temporary residents
in mind as it makes structural improvements to
the Malé airport. Further projects include constructing a city on an artificial island called Hulhulmalé and building a friendship bridge connecting
its international airport with the capital of Malé.

The Maldives is a tourist destination that ranks
highly in visitor satisfaction, but it is also home
to 436,000 people. The Government must balance its priorities of ensuring the longevity of its
islands and people, while also bolstering tourism,
the country’s main industry.
With tourism and finances in mind, the expansion
of its international airport is a logical next step.
Adil Moosa, Managing Director of Maldives Airports Company Limited, said: “With the increasing
flow of visitors to the Maldives, it was becoming
a strain to maintain efficiency and deliver quality
experiences due to numerous manual processes.”
These changes come after years of growth that
anchored tourism as the Maldives’ main economic
contributor. The airport serves close to 2.6 million
passengers annually.
In order to ensure that the Maldivian people maintain their land above sea level, upholding the tourism industry is necessary for financial reasons.
The Maldives consists of 26 coral atolls and has a
high point of less than eight feet above sea level.
It has the lowest average elevation in the world.
This puts the islands in serious danger of being
submerged under rising seas.

To address this problem head-on, the country has
invested in infrastructure in the Maldives, beginning with the construction of man-made islands.
Hulhulmalé is one such island, situated near the
capital city of Malé and the Velana Airport. Built
by pumping sand from surrounding atolls, it is being fortified with walls 3 meters above sea level.
The project should be completed by 2023 and it
will be able to accommodate about 130,000 people. Eight such islands have already been built and
three more are planned.
Shiham Adam, Director of the Maldives Marine Research Centre, believes reclaiming islands in this
manner is the solution to the issue brought about
by climate change. The people of the Maldives
must have land to live in and jobs to work.
In the near future, the China-Maldives friendship
bridge will connect Hulhulmalé, Hulhulé and the
capital of Malé. The project budget is $300 million.$100 million has been provided in free aid
from China and a further $170 million was loaned
by China with an interest rate of two percent. The
Maldivian government is spending $30 million on
the project.
The bridge will span from the eastern edge of
Malé to the western corner of Hulhulé where the
international airport is located.
A lack of bridges has been an issue in the devel
opment of infrastructure in the Maldives for years.
Local residents have had to make do by traveling
between islands via ferry.
– Sam Bramlett

Maldives - Infrastructure,
power, and communications
The Maldive transportation infrastructure is very
limited. The capital city island, Malé, has
9.6 kilometers (6 miles) of coral highways. Due
to their small size and the tiny amount of cars
throughout the rest of the islands, the
total quantity of roads is not known. There are
no railways in the Maldives. Since the tourism
boom of the 1970s, the availability and frequen
cy of inter-island transportation has consider
ably improved. While the cheapest and most
common mode of transport used by Maldivians
are dhonis (wooden all-purpose water taxis/
fishing boats), tourists and the wealthy have the
option of using private seaplanes, helicopters
and speedboats. When travelling on an island,
the majority of people use bicycles or motorbikes, although there are a limited number of

cars and taxis in use on the more populated
and larger islands.
When Malé International Airport on Hulhule Island (2.5 miles from Malé) was opened in 1981,
it caused a considerable rise in tourist arrivals.
While improved air transportation has benefit
ed the tourism sector, international sea cargo
remains very important. Malé’s port can intake
around 200,000 tons of cargo per year and
offers shipping services to and from Europe and
a large portion of Asia. With its fleet of 7 cargo
boats and 1 container vessel, Maldives National
Shipping Ltd. handles about 60 percent of the
country’s imports.
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ON REAL ESTATE MARKETS
What is the thinking
behind Sapphire
Residences?

It is inspired by the Sri
Lankan Blue Jewel, meticulously designed for
those who expect the finer
things in life. Towering 50
floors above the city and
overlooking the adjacent
ITC One Hotel, Sapphire
Residences is a collection
of 132 magnificent private
residences that provide the
best that modern living
has to offer. Not only will
residents have over 40,000
sqft of world-class leisure
facilities, they will also have
access to premium retail
and office spaces, as well as
many 5-star super deluxe
hotel concierge services
and amenities.
Why Sri Lanka, and what
is the potential for mixeduse developments in and
around Colombo?
There is a very high potential overall, due to the
vacuum that followed a
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very long period of low
investment. In the last few
years, Sri Lanka has begun
developing again - creating
space for the country to
grow economically and the
majority of this growth is initially focused on the capital
Colombo.
A robust and appreciating
real estate market in and
around prime business and
residential areas is a key
driver of inner-city redevelopment and urban renewal.
Mixed-use developments
are the best solution, because they relieve pressures
within congested urban
centers of traffic and civic
amenities and offer the best
opportunities, especially
for foreigners to invest in
Colombo.
What is your opinion on
the luxury apartment
market being investor
driven or owner-driven?
The apartment market in
Colombo has been primarily investor driven, but now
with super luxury apart-

ments being introduced,
I believe that the demand
for super luxury apartments
will shift to owner-driven
over the next few years
aided by the economic
status of the country and
the progressive outlook.
The urban luxury residential
market in Colombo will not
be driven by short-term
residences. The strength of
the longer-term occupancy
segment, reflecting the
country’s overall success in
attracting investment to
build a robust economic
future, will drive growth in
the upcoming years.

Why vertical living, and to
what extent can vertical
projects address urbanization related challenges?
Local communities are
beginning to feel comfortable with the space and look
forward to all of the benefits
associated with vertical projects. Pressure exists in Sri
Lankan society, especially in
Colombo, to adopt this new
style of living, because the

existing set-up is becoming
more challenging. As people get older, maintaining
all the services associated
with large independent
houses becomes tougher.
We are therefore seeing a
shift in preferences, with
people becoming more
willing to adapt to vertical
living spaces that provide
ample space and are more
elegant, efficient, safe and
secure. Also, they offer more
community-oriented living
with better facilities and
are far more convenient to
occupy and maintain. In
urban centers around the
world, people are gravitating towards vertical living
to alleviate the pressures
of urban life. Vertical living
often takes place within
integrated projects: your
office, your leisure facilities,
and your home are all in
the same vicinity, which
largely obviates the need to
commute.
What are the specific
amenities highlighted by
Sapphire Residences?
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We offer everything under
one roof. We have divided
it into three sectors, which
are social, active and the
services we offer.
The Residents’ Clubhouse,
conceptualized by Phillipe
Stack through YOO Inspired
by Starck, offers the perfect
place for you, your family
and guests to meet, socialize and network with your
neighbors and their guests.
Overlooking Galle Face
with stunning views of the
Indian Ocean, the Sapphire
Club Lounge is an elegant
space for meeting, working, dining and relaxing,
with an array of designer
sofas, armchairs, tables
and chairs and a well-appointed bar supported by
a kitchen for your comfort.
As a resident of these luxury
apartments, you will benefit
from privileged access to a
wide range of facilities and
services. You will receive the
exclusive Club ITC Platinum
Card, (subject to terms and
conditions) that entitles you
to numerous benefits and
upgrades at over 100 hotels
of ITC’s hotel group in India.
The residential Sun Deck
provides substantial space
and openness for the
enjoyment of residents of

all ages. The 20m pool is
flanked at either end by a
toddlers’ pool and a kids’
pool. Separate sunbathing
areas have been thoughtfully positioned around the
pool area, benefiting from
commanding ocean views.
A BBQ terrace, kids’ outdoor
lawn and seating areas,
complete the facilities to
deliver endless hours of joy
for everyone in the family - a wonderful place to
congregate and relax.
Picture yourself seated
in ultimate comfort, your
favorite beverage in hand,
watching your favorite
movie or sports event on a
big 4K screen with stateof-the-art surround sound
audio on which to play your
content. Soft upholstery
and sumptuous drapery
provide a perfect environment for you to be entertained and transported to
another world.
Sapphire Residences is
designed around the family.
Not only is there a social
haven for adults, but it also
provides well-equipped
and secure spaces for your
children to have fun and
learn. With a variety of play
furniture and toys, the Kids’
Social and Active Lounges
are custom-designed areas
that will keep the little ones
occupied. Parents can relax
in the knowledge that their
children are safe and happy
just a few meters away and
if required, the concierge
can even arrange for a
trained nanny to look after
them.
The Teens’ Social and Active Lounges are specially
designated spaces where
older children can be social,
be creative - and just be
themselves. Fun and cool
meeting places they can
call their own. The Teens’
Lounges have been designed to keep them active,
engaged and entertained.
Whether they want to mix
and record new music,
code an app or spend time
playing computer games or
snooker, this separate area
provides a safe and happy
environment for them.
When they want to watch a
movie, their favorite show or
a sports match, the cinema
is just a door away.
If you want to engage your
creative side, Sapphire Res-

idences Creativity Studio
provides an idyllic environment to immerse yourself
in crafting a piece of art,
where you can pick up a
paintbrush and let your
creativity roam free. You
can also book the studio to
arrange group art classes,
presentations, seminars,
and workshops.
These luxury apartments
in Sri Lanka include an
extensive range of worldclass sporting and leisure
facilities for the benefit
of its residents. There is a
fully-equipped gym with
a wide range of premium
brand exercise equipment,
as well as a spin studio and
Yoga Pavilion. Residents
can also enjoy table tennis
and the use of the indoor
squash court. A full-size,
indoor multi-purpose
sports court with a hi-tech
ASB glass floor fitted with
internal automated LED
lighting (for different line
markings for each sport)
can be booked at the Active
reception desk for private
games of badminton, futsal
or basketball.
ITC One will rank high
among the finest hotels
in Sri Lanka, with superior
services, interiors and facilities for which ITC Hotels is
world-renowned. Sapphire
residents will benefit from
access to a wide range of
lifestyle and 5-star hotel
services making it the ideal
luxury real estate in Colombo for those who desire to
enjoy the finer things in life.
Floating high above Galle
Face, connecting the two
towers, is the distinctive
Sky Bridge where the
Sky Lounge and Jazz Bar
are located and to which
homeowners at Sapphire
Residences will enjoy privileged access. Accessed via
the adjoining ITC One hotel,
this sumptuously furnished
hotel lounge is unique
in concept and daring in
design. It is destined to
become a popular venue
for guests and residents to
meet friends, surrounded
by the twinkling lights in
the night sky above and
the city twenty stories
below. Located on top of
the Sky Bridge between the
two towers, above the Sky
Lounge, are twin swimming
pools that span the entire
length of the bridge, offer-

ing a magical experience
that will remain long in your
memory.
You would not have to go
to find a good shopping
experience. It is just a short
stroll to the Retail Centre of
the ITC One hotel complex,
where you will find the latest fashion lines. Everything
at Sapphire Residences has
been designed around you,
for you.
Sapphire Residences also
caters for your business
needs. There is a private
meeting room in the
Residents’ Club, available
for your use in the Sapphire Tower. Luxuriously
furnished, this area will also
be available for meetings or
simply somewhere quiet to
work. Additionally, you have
access to the well-equipped
business lounge in the
adjacent ITC One hotel with
IT, AV and presentation
equipment as well as an
in-house secretarial service,
which can be pre-booked
for your business requirements. For residents who
require a more established,
longer-term business base,
the Colombo One Workspaces Complex next door,
will offer a range of office
suites in varying sizes and
configurations for rent.
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INSURANCE

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

The insurance industry of the Maldives consists of 5 Insurance
Companies (4 general and 1 composite), 8 Insurance Brokers
and 41 Insurance Agents.
Allied
Insurance
Company

Brokers
8
Amana
Takaful
Maldives
PLC

Solarelle
Insurance

Insurance
Companies
Ceylinco
Insurance

Insurance
Intermediaries

Agents
41

Dhivehi
Insurance

The mandatory classes of insurance in the Maldives:
• Motor Third Party Liability
• Expatriates Health Insurance

Figure 1 – Insurers & Intermediaries
The Maldives is an Admitted Insurance country, i.e. locally admitted or front ing policies must be issued by a locally authorised
insurer.
As at 2017, the Maldives insurance industry Gross Written Premi
um was valued at MVR 767.3 mn (US$ 49.6 mn) (The MMA,
2018, with an increase of MVR 95 mn (US$ 6.1 mn) from the year
of 2016. Figure 2 illustrates the insurance classes that contribute
the GWP.
3%
16%

The main reason for the dominance of the sub-segments such
as Fire, Health and Marine Hull is that these classes fall under
the mandatory insurance. Scrutinising the growth of the sub-segments individually- the increase in the Fire insurance is due to
the growth of the construction sector which makes fire insur ance
mandatory for all the buildings; the progress of the Health insurance correlates with the increasing expatriate population; and the
headway of the Marine hull on the other hand, is due to the population being scattered all over from North to South of the country
and the fact that the country’s economy is heavily dependent on
fishing, has made sea transportation a necessity.dependent on
fishing, has made sea transportation a necessity.

• Fire and Allied Perils cover for hostels and guesthouses
• Hull – Minimum total loss cover including wreck removal
The industry is growing at a healthy rate of 14 to 15 per cent. The
Maldives Monetary Authority (MMA) functions as the sole regulating authority of the entire insurance industry.

Key objectives of the insurance division of the MMA:

• To maintain safe, stable and efficient insurance market.
16%

• To maintain confidence in the insurance market and in
the supervisory system.

1%

• To protect the rights of policyholders.

3%

The Insurance Industry Regulation (2004) and insurance guidelines set out specific criteria for authorisation and other regulatory
requirements to undertake business as insurers and insurance
intermediaries in the Maldives.
32%

25%

3%

Figure 2 – Breakdown of GWP 2016/17
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32

Marine Cargo 3%
Marine Hull 16%
Fire 32%
Motor 3%
Health 25%
Engineering 3%
Aviation 1%
Miscellaneous 16%

* Insurance Industry Regulations (2004)
• Guideline on Prudential Requirements for Insurance
Undertakings (2010)
• Guidelines on Insurance Agents (2010)
• Guideline for Insurance Brokers (2011)
• Fit & Proper Guideline (2013)
* Regulation on Fees and Charges Applicable to
Financial Institutions (2016)
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Key Indicators of the industry:
1600m

Total Assets (Right Axis)
Reinsurance ceded(left Axis)
Gross Premium (Left Axis)
Gross Claims (Left Axis)

In Millions of Rufiyaa

1280m

960m

640m

320m

0m

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Source: Audited financial statements; except 2018

Figure 3: Key indicators
Challenges: The MMA says that the challenges faced by the
Maldivian insurance industry are the challenges of the intermediaries. Although it has been over 30 years since insurance
commenced in Maldives, the intermediary channels have not
been active until recently. Lack of awareness of insurance seems
to limit the understanding of prospective agents thus, earning
capacity and opportunities may not be fully realised.

Regulatory restrictions such as the costs and retainers involved
in licensing intermediaries may also be a barrier that many prospective agents are unwilling to commit themselves to.
Popularity of Bancassurance: For the better part of the 33 years
of insurance services in the Maldives, the distribution of insur
ance products through banking channels is less significant. As
for Bancassurance, the channel if utilised effectively, serves as
a primary channel of distribution of many personal insurance
products. However, in the Maldives insuranc-e service providers
cater to banks needs only for mortgage insurance.
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Maldives:

CULTURAL
PARADISE FOR ALL
Lying in the middle of the Indian Ocean,
the Maldives is a beautiful stretch of 1190
islands with white sandy beaches, lush
green vegetation and turquoise blue
waters. Due to these features complimented by the warm hospitality of its people,
the Maldives is known as everyone’s dream
destination. While many tourists and
investors seek to keep their imprint in the
island nation, it would be important
to look at the culture of this paradise-like
destination.
As the Maldives was in the middle of a
popular seafaring route of the golden ages,
their culture is heavily influenced by certain outside parties. This is indeed true
for most of the countries in the south Asian
region today.
The traditional cuisine of the Maldives
is heavily based on the sea, as the island
nation is totally surrounded by sea. The
main ingredient in multiple dishes would
be fish, ideally tuna. The main dish cooked
from the fresh tuna caught by hardworking fisherman of the Maldives is called
“Garudhiya”. This is a clear fish broth
which generally requires nothing more
than water, salt and fish.
Due to its simplicity, this dish has been
enjoyed in Maldivian households for eons.
Garudhiya is usually had with Rice or
Chappathi, which Maldivians call Roshi
or Folhi. The side servings which can be
enjoyed with Garudhiya include fried fish,
fried leaves, chilies and lemon. Another
unique dish made from tuna is a thick and
brown fish paste called Rihaakuru. The
process to make this paste is time-consumming, but the end result is a delicacy
that can suit the palate of almost everyone. Rihaakuru can be stored for a long
period of time. Dhiggaru of M.Atoll is an
island in Maldives which is famous for the
production of Rihaakuru. Fish is also used
for dishes such as curry, which is a popular
dish in the south Asian region.
The evening tea hour is also an important
part of the Maldivian culture. The most
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popular delicacy during the tea hour is
short-eats or Hedhikaa. Some of these
short eats have similarities to those enjoyed
in this region. These short eats are usually
made from dried fish, coconut husk and
various spices. They can be deep fried
and baked as well. There are both sweet
and spicy, and can be enjoyed in various
cafes in the capital Malé city and in other
inhabited islands.
Another unique arena of Maldivian Culture is its traditional music scene. One of
the most popular of the traditional music is
Boduberu, which literally translates to
Big Drum in English. It is said in the island
nation that Boduberu was introduced to
Maldives by African slaves. This claim is
further strengthened by the fact that some
of the songs sung even today, resonate
songs sung at African tribes. Boduberu is
enjoyed by people of all ages and genders
and it is usually sung at big events.
The Maldives maybe a small island
nation, but they have faced the impact of
globaliza- tion as well. The cultural arena
was not spared by this too, yet their culture
remains close to their hearts. Today, you
can get va- rieties of global cuisines in
the capital Malè, in cities and across the
country.
International Franchises such as KFC and
Pizza Hut is now available. . The Musical
Industry has evolved with teenagers
giving more importance to English, Hindi
and Korean Music. Yet the new age music
tastes have fused in with the Maldivian
Music Industry. Creating songs in the local
language “Dhivehi” is still popular amongst
everyone.
It is hard to explain in a short article about
the beautiful culture of this paradise
destination. The smiles and the hospitality
is something everyone hears about, but
their traditional food and music is amazing
as well. The Maldives is indeed, a cultural
paradise for all.
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The finest health foods
from around the world

OPENING

SOON

No 24, Wijerama Road,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka

St. Albans Market,
St Albans,
Hertfordshire

24, Wijerama Road,
Colombo 07,
Sri lanka.

www.treesandleaves.co.uk

info@treesandleaves.co.uk

+94 1153305533 | +44 746 3401869
Limited.
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Mega infrastructure in the Maldives –
Broadening the horizons and the gateway to
paradise
By Chris Ely - August 17, 2017
Co-authored by Nihat Ercan
The Maldives is known for its crystal-clear waters and sandy beaches, establishing itself as one of the leading
holiday destinations in the world with the highest concentrations of luxury resorts in the world. There has been
healthy growth in visitor arrivals in the Maldives. YTD May 2017, visitor arrivals have increased by 5.8% yearon-year, supported by significant growth in top markets such as Italy, Russia and India.
Visitor arrivals to the Maldives were recorded at 1.3 million for the full year of 2016. The future looks bright
as the Maldives builds capacity for tourism growth and can count on the support from the Maldivian Ministry
of Tourism with campaigns to strengthen the Maldives brand. In 2016, there has been an addition of 12 new
resorts opened. They include the following 5 new notable resorts.

We expect further growth
in the tourism industry, fuelled by ongoing
tourism
infrastructure
improvements, such as
the Velana International
Airport expansion and
the Hulhumalé urban development and bridge
project.
Velana International Airport capacity and upgrading project
A US$800 million expansion plan for Velana
International Airport was
unveiled in December
2016. It has been designed to offer a smooth
transfer experience for
travellers. The expansion
40

is expected to increase
from its current capacity
of 1.5 million arrivals a
year to 7 million international passengers and
1.5 million domestic passengers.
The plans include new
VIP terminals which will
be able to accommodate
the most affluent tourists. By mid-2018, there
will be a new seaplane
terminal and a new 65m
by 3,400m long runway
ready to accommodate
aeroplanes of any size.
Artistic impression of Velana International Airport
Hulhumalé: the planned
mini-city & bridge project

Another exciting
infra- structure project is
ex- pected by mid-2018.
Hulhumalé, which is 3
kilometres from Malé,
will be connected by a
bridge via the airport.
Hulhumalé Phase I is now
connecting the International Airport by road
and provides for a wide
range of land uses from
residential, industrial, institutional, commercial,
sports and recreation
and Government properties. The current population of over 40,000 is projected to grow to 60,000
at its completion in 2020.

With the vision to generate a vibrant community,
Hulhumalé Phase II will
be developed as a modern youth city focused on
creating the ideal environment to spur creative
entrepreneurship. Hulhumalé Phase II offers opportunities in residential
developments, light industrial parks, a tourism
district, yacht marina, institutional and commercial developments and
sports developments.
It is forecasted that in the
tourism district in Phase
II, a cluster of branded
hotels is to be built which
will increase the number
of hotels catering to lei-

Artistic impression of Velana International Airport

sure and business markets with
convenient access to Malé and
the Airport.
Existing supply
There is an existing supply with
a total of 122 resorts with 26,089
beds, 16 hotels with 1,713 beds,
373 guest houses with 5,509 beds
and 142 safari vessels with 2,608
beds.

A high concentration of hotel supply is within the North Malé Atoll
and South Malé Atoll, where 18%
of the total hotel supply is located.
All the resorts are accessible by
speedboat from the airport making them a popular choice with
visitors.

Overall the upcoming hotel supply
in the Maldives is expected to be
in the upscale and midscale segment. There will be between eight
openings in 2017, five in 2018 and
four hotels in 2019. This will add
an approximately 2,198 rooms,
bringing the total supply to 15,570
rooms.

Future Pipeline

Over the next five years,
the Maldives is in in the
face of an unprecedented scale up in public infrastructure and large integrated lagoon projects
which are currently being
developed.
Combined
with the support of marketing efforts of the Maldivian
Government, it creates a
broader market appeal for
the destination.
As the projected arrivals
into the Maldives increases, it is anticipated that
hotel supply will balance
itself out to meet the growing demand in the medium
to long term future. We will
be on the lookout for more
lagoons and uninhabited
islands released for sale
to initiate the development
of more accommodation
options.

Aerial view of Malé (via Shutterstock)

Editor’s Note: Featured aerial image of Hulhumalé was photographed by Mohamed
Nabeel (Housing Development Corporation,
HDC).
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Hulhumalé: The Ultimate
solution for the housing
crisis of Maldives?

According to the official statistics of the
Maldivian Government, more than half of
its estimated population lives in the
greater Malè area. This area includes Malè
City, Hulhumalé, Villingili, Thilafushi and
Gulheefalhu. There are many reasons
as to why people have moved away from
their humble island life, into the hustle and
bustle of city life in Malè. This includes education, medication, job opportunities, etc.
This is not to ignore the fact that efforts are
slowly being made to develop the islands
as well.

According to statistics from the National
Census in 2014, 60% of dwellings in Malè
is rented, 31% are owned by the household members, whilst 9% goes to others
such as subcontracting construction companies. It is important to note that of the
60%, there are both islanders who have
migrated to Malè and those actually belong
to Malè, but live on rent as well.
This is due to circumstances such as the
lack of space in their original homes, land
ownership disputes, etc.
Due to the large influx of people into the
greater Malè area, there has always been
a lack of adequate housing. Most of the
people, who come from the islands to
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Malè, have to spend a large proportion of
their income on housing facilities. Due to
the uneven balance in demand and supply
of the housing market in the short term,
many argue that the rents of places they
live in are extremely high.

Governments starting from the former
President Maumoon Abdul Gayoom have
undertaken efforts to improve the housing
conditions of many who live in Malè,
in- cluding both islanders and the people
hail- ing from Malè. One of the most
important steps they have undertaken to
solve the housing crisis is the construction of apartments under social housing
schemes. These apartments are usually
given to people with poor living conditions
and have a small rent, which needs to be
paid monthly for a long period of time. The
first of these apa rtments were built in the
capital - Malè city.
Then came the idea of building a whole
new island near Malè to solve the housing crisis. An island called Hulhumalé was
dredged just a few meters away from the
airport. Today, it has two phases, where
an estimated 10,000 people live. Most of
them live in social housing facilities provided by the Government. However, Hulhu-

malé has also seen a number of luxurious
and middle class apartments built by both
foreign and local companies. For example, the first luxurious apartment complex
to be built in Hulhumalé is from the Sri
lankan developer Platinum. Located near
the fa- mous barbecue area of Hulhumalé
facing the upcoming Phase 2, Platinum
Resi- dences is one of the top notch
apartment buildings in the whole country.
Many locals and foreigners have bought or
rented apartments in this building. There
are other international developers who are
building apartments in Hulhumalé as well.
The upcoming second phase of Hulhumalé, currently has only social housing
under Government construction. As the
Government envisions that over a 100,000
people would live in Hulhumalé in the future, it is a golden opportunity of investing
for those seeking good investment in a
housing market abroad. As one can see
from the success story of Platinum residence, foreign companies in association
with locals, can definitely deliver excellent
housing facilities to Maldivians.
However, as many who are looking for
good housing include rent paying islanders
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who come to Malè seeking socio-economic
opportunities, it is important that the
housing market also serves them. Many
Maldivians who wish for apartments, only
need one which would suit their income
range - ideally a middle class apartment.
As many of the families living in Malè are
nuclear family units, apartments with 2 or 3
rooms is ideal for most people. The prices
of apartments vary in Maldives, depending
on the location and the facilities available.
For example, a middle class 2 room apartment in Malè costs from 10,000- 15,000
MVR normally, while it is a similar price for
apartments in Hulhumalé as well. With the
opening of the SinaMale Bridge connecting Hulhumalé and Malè,there has been
an increase in the prices of apartments
in Hulhumalé. Hulhumalé once housed
apartments which were cheaper than
Malè. However many people who had
apartments in Hulhumalé had rented their
places as most of them worked in Malè,
and traveling back and forth everyday
via the ferry back then, was very difficult.
However, with the opening of the SinaMale

Bridge, this seems to have changed. A
high-class hospital called TreeTop Hospital
has also recently opened in Hulhumalé
and many from Malè gothere for consultations as well.
There are buses operated by an SOE
between Malè and Hulhumalé, at a cost
of 10MVR for a one way trip. Many people
who donʼt own private vehicles, choose
the bus as a means of their daily commute
between Malè and Hulhumalé. With the
opening of the bridge, the demand for the
ferry has severely dropped. This has led
to the ferry operator (MTCC) operating
only AC ferry services between Malè and
Hulhumalé, as only a few use the ferry.
Recently however, many have viewed the
Governmentʼs housing development projects in the greater Malè area as nothing
more than a medium for centralising the
power of the elites. This is not to ignore the
fact that multiple efforts for decentralised
housing facilities have been taking place
across the country, in popular regions
such as Kulhuduffushi, Dhihdhoo, Villingili,

Thinadhoo, Fuahmulah and Addu City.
However, many believe that if the Government wants people to stay in the islands,
they should develop the islands economically and socially, in addition to building
housing facilities.
Like any other growing city, greater Malè is
in dire need of housing facilities. Investors
who seek to invest in the boom- ing market
should consider moving a bit away from
the area of luxury housing and consider
families who pay a huge rent at present
in Malè. As Hulhumalé Phase 2 is being
developed, it would be a golden opportunity to invest in the middle-class housing
market there and earn a good return on
investment.
While Hulhumalé Phase 2 seems like a
feasible investment arena when it comes
to housing, projects across the Maldives
especially in the atolls, could be golden
opportunities for investment as well, with
the booming local tourism market of the
Maldives and the spillover effects of it.

Key Insights from RIU’s Survey on

Islamic Finance Industry
Organised by the UTO EDUCONSULT, SLIBFIX is the country's premier forum on the latest trends and insights in the IF industry in Sri
Lanka. The RIU participated in the SLIBFIX conference which was held in July 2018 at the Ramada Hotel in Colombo, as the research
partner for the event. A survey of 39 participants from various IF companies was conducted at the event. Ensuing sections contain the
research insights of the survey.
.

Industry Stats
350,000+
customers

5000+

Rs100 Bn

employed

assets

Figure 1 : Districts with Strategic
Importance to the IF Business

1400+

500+

qualiﬁed IF professionals

branches + IF windows

Type of the Company

Type of the IF Business
35%

Listed in CSE

Trincomalee

23%

77%

65%

Fully ﬂedged IF
Business

Not listed CSE

IF window

Many players in the survey are listed companies which indicate growing acceptance
as a viable business in Sri Lanka. Almost all banks maintain IF windows which explain
the overwhelming number of public quoted IF companies.

Puttalam

Colombo

Ampara

Kandy

Mudharabah 22%

Quard 1%

The Islamic ﬁnance
industry is witnessing
a gradual maturities
with companies
Dimlnishing
expanding their
Masharaka 13%
product
portfolios by
introducing new
products.
Musharaka

Wakala 6%

Murabaha 7%

Galle
ijarah 21%

Takaful 15%

15%

Have you introduced new IF products in the last 2 years?
25%

Non Muslim
20%
Yes
No

Muslim
80%

Source: RIU, 2018

Customer Base

75%

The overwhelming majority of respondents
has introduced at least one new product
during the last 2 years.
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CCurrently 80% of the customer base of
the real estate ﬁnancial institutions is Muslims.
This presents an opportunity to develop the
market beyond its traditional base

BUILDING

the new reality,
the Maldivian way
The essence of Maldivian know-how in action.
Tennssor Holdings Pvt. Ltd is a home-grown Maldivan company that is a prime example of how
local expertise is leading the way and gaining international kudos for their pioneering work.
Located in the most prestigious business center
of Male’, the Tennssor HQ is where the strategy
navigation takes place while the companies architects, engineers, environmentalists, and construction workers are busily going about their work
across various regions of the country. Tennssor is
built upon five core philosophies which are based
on community development, hiring locally, creating local homogeneity, bringing projects to the islands and an uncompromising commitment to the
future prosperity of the islands. Anyone fortunate
enough to meet the company owners and expe-

rience their warm hospitality at first hand will be
left in no doubt about the company’s very serious commitment to ‘giving something back to
the Maldivian people’.
Tennssor was created to offer transformational
solutions to coastal, infrastructural and logistics sectors. With agility, collaborative synergy
and local insight they have surged ahead to become a leading force in the region. They have
built their portfolio by offering end-to-end solutions, customized for each project, fuelled by
their global expertise. Over the years the company has spearheaded landmark projects in the
Maldives ranging from Airport development to
shore protection, dredging, reclamation, surveying solutions to leading hotel projects and infrastructure developments. In every project, their
45
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cornerstone has been
to offer more value and
efficiency to their customers
through innovation and unparalleled quality. They do this whilst
keeping the local communities in mind
and being committed to their future.
Tennssor consists of six companies which are
Gulf Cobla Tennssor Maldives (GCTM), ASLU Logistics, Island way, Blue Isles Fishing, Tennssor Engineering Service and Nova Studio. Whilst each company is
focused on it’s own vertical, the overall group and its
record of excellence is a mere reflection of the deep
expertise and know-how of the groups Managing Director, Mr. A. Michael. He further states that he is motivated by his belief “in building legacies and keeping humanity at the core of everything he does’.
Similar sentiments are shared by the Director, Mr. H.
Shazly who states that the company doesn’t take
trust for granted. “We believe that the most priced
business commodity is trust”, he says. Meanwhile,
Mr. I. Akhmeem, also a Director at the group says that
“resilience, collaborative strength and innovation
are the bigger part of the growth story”.
Whichever way one looks at it, the collective strat46

egy of the company’s
leadership works. Today,
Tennssor Holdings stands out as
an entity in the group that specializes
in providing complete custom-made solutions for the costal, infrastructure and logistics sectors in the Maldives. With all the new
infrastructure projects that have been taking
place recently, this vertical has led the way
by successfully delivering multiple solutions.
Recent projects include dredging and reclamation and shore protection works at Velana
International Airport, dredging and reclamation of Feydhoo Finolhu, piling work in Hulhumale Phase II, and dozens of similar projects
across the Maldives involving dredging, developing airports, jetties, shore protection,
and constructing hotels.
The main entities in the group include Gulf
Cobla Tennssor Maldives (GCTM). GCTM provides engineering solutions in the field of
dredging and reclamation. It conducts marine surveys, hydraulics, geotechnics and
dredger modeling in an effective and environmentally sustainable manner.
Meanwhile, ASLU Logistics offers a comprehensive range of shipping and logistics solutions that meet customer’s business and personal needs. While, Island way, also part of
the group, is a hotel management company
that offers the best hospitality services and
specializes in crafting a unique experience of
an island getaway. The award-winning Island
way Etos has been recognized for its excellence. Established with a Maldivian touch, the
Island way caters to urban travelers to ex-
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plore and unwind.
The group also has an entity named Blue Isles Fishing
which has luxurious boats and expert crew that can
take you to the best spots where deep-sea treasures
await. Enjoy the freedom of sailing across crystal clear
blue waters of the Maldives, ready for a lifetime experience of big game fishing.
Moreover, Tennssor Engineering Service offer excellent Mechanical engineering and hydraulic system
solutions to the clients. The business entity is dedicated to meeting customer requirements and achieving
customer satisfaction by providing equipment rentals,
products, and services which are high in quality, fairly
priced and are delivered on time.

The new Maldives is currently a work-in-progress. Beautiful natural sea-scapes, embellished by some of the best hotels and resorts
in the world, serviced by the best in information technology and connected by modern
infrastructure including ports, airports, roadways and bridges, the future certainly looks
bright. Tennssor Holdings is part of this transformational success story, offering solutions
to coastal, Infrastructural and logistics sectors.
With agility, collaborative synergy and local
insight this company is a prime example of
how local talent and know-how has combined
with global expertise that deliver the best.

Finally, Nova Studio combines strategic design and
technical expertise, providing an exceptional integrated service. It is known for stimulating synthesis in
project and construction management, architectural,
urban and interior design, planning, landscaping, and
environmental management.
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